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CHAPTER 1

SNoBoL: SuperNova Bolometric Lightcurves

Version 0.2.1

SNoBoL is a python package for calculating the bolometric lightcurves of Type II supernovae using observed photom-
etry. Three different methods for calculating the bolometric luminosity are currently included. Those are:

• Quasi-bolometric: converts observed magnitudes to monochromatic fluxes at the effective wavelengths of the
filters, then integrates using the trapezoidal rule to get an approximation of the total observed flux.

• Direct: Calculates the quasi-bolometric lightcurve, then makes UV and IR corrections by fitting a blackbody
curve to the fluxes, and integrating that function beyond the wavelength limits of the observations.

• Bolometric Correction: Performs a bolometric correction based on B-V, V-I, or B-I color, using the method of
Bersten & Hamuy (2009).

Typical usage often looks like this:

from snobol import sn

my_supernova = sn.SN('sn1998a')
my_supernova.lqbol() # quasi-bolometric lightcurve
my_supernova.lbol_direct_bh09() # direct lightcurve
my_supernova.lbol_bc_bh09() # bolometric correction lightcurve

SNoBoL propagates uncertainties in the input data through the calculations made by the code, allowing for errorbars
to be included in plots of the lightcurve.
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CHAPTER 2

Installation

Source code can be found at https://github.com/JALusk/SNoBoL

In order to install SNoBoL system-wide, use:

python setup.py install

If you do not have root priviliges on your machine, then use:

python setup.py install --user
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CHAPTER 3

Documentation

Documentation is hosted at ReadTheDocs.

Documentation is automatically generated via Sphinx. To generate the documentation locally, navigate to the docs/
directory and use:

make html

This will generate html files in the docs/build/html/ directory. Double-clicking the index.html file should
open the documentation in your web browser.
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CHAPTER 4

Development

Bug reports, feature requests, and contributions are welcome.

Please issue bug reports and feature requests using https://github.com/JALusk/SNoBoL/issues - signing up for a
GitHub account is free and easy.

To contribute code, please use the following procedure:

• Fork the SNoBoL repository on GitHub (follow the steps here: https://help.github.com/articles/fork-a-repo/)

• Create a branch off of develop with a descriptive name:

git checkout -b my_feature develop

• Make your changes and additions

• Write documentation for classes and functions using the Google style guide: http://www.sphinx-
doc.org/en/stable/ext/example_google.html#example-google

• Write new unit tests for your new code

• Run the test suite using:

make test

• Issue a pull request (https://help.github.com/articles/using-pull-requests/) to the develop branch on GitHub

• Your pull request will be reviewed and, after any conflicts are resolved, merged into the develop branch and
eventually into the next release!
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CHAPTER 5

Reference

5.1 snobol package

5.1.1 snobol.bc_polynomial module

snobol.bc_polynomial.calc_bolometric_correction(color_value, color_err, color_type)
Calculates the bolometric correction, using a polynomial fit.

Parameters

• color_value (float) – B-V, V-I, or B-I color of the supernova in magnitudes (corrected
for reddening and extinction from the host and MWG.)

• color_err (float) – Uncertainty in the photometric color.

• color_type (str) – String signifying which color color_value represents. Valid values
are “BminusV” for B-V, “VminusI” for V-I, and “BminusI” for B-I.

Returns

A tuple containing the bolometric correction for use in calculating the bolometric luminosity of
the supernova, and the uncertainty in that bolometric correction (if the color given is within the
valid range of the polynomial fit.)

(bolometric_correction, uncertainty)

(-999, -999) if the color is outside the valid range.

Return type tuple

snobol.bc_polynomial.calc_bolometric_correction_err(color_value, color_err,
color_type)

Calculates the uncertainty in the bolometric correction.

Two uncertainties are added in quadrature to get the total uncertainty in the bolometric correction. The first
is uncertainty in the BC due to uncertainties in the measured color value (simple error propagation using a
derivative.) The second is the RMS error inherent in the polynomial fit to the template data as reported in
Bersten & Hamuy (2009.)

Parameters

• color_value (float) – B-V, V-I, or B-I color of the supernova in magnitudes (corrected
for reddening and extinction from the host and MWG.)

• color_err (float) – Uncertainty in the photometric color.

• color_type (str) – String signifying which color color_value represents.
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Returns Uncertainty in the value of the bolometric correction

Return type float

snobol.bc_polynomial.calculate_polynomial(coefficients, variable)
Calculates a polynomial.

Parameters

• coefficients (list) – list of polynomial coefficients. The length of the list will be
used as the order of the polynomial.

• variable (float) – float to plug in for the variable in the polynomial.

Returns The result of summing the polynomial terms calculated from the coefficients and variable
given.

Return type float

snobol.bc_polynomial.calculate_polynomial_derivative(coefficients, variable)
Calculates the derivative of a polynomial.

Parameters

• coefficients (list) – List of polynomial coefficients. The length of the list will be
used as the order of the polynomial.

• variable (float) – Value to plug in for the variable in the polynomial.

Returns The result of summing the derivatives of the polynomial terms calculated from the coeffi-
cients and variable given.

Return type float

snobol.bc_polynomial.calculate_polynomial_derivative_term(coefficient, variable, or-
der)

Calculates the derivative of the nth order term of a polynomial.

Parameters

• coefficient (float) – The coefficient of the nth order term in the polynomial

• variable (float) – float to plug in for the variable in the polynomial

• order (int) – order of the nth order term in the polynomial (so, n.)

Returns

The result of taking the derivative of the nth order term a polynomial,

𝑛 · coefficient · variable𝑛−1

So, the edge case of taking the derivative of the zeroth-order term is taken care of, since you
explicity multiply by the order of the polynomial (which is zero in the n = 0 case.)

Return type float

Raises TypeError – A non-integer was passed as the order.

snobol.bc_polynomial.calculate_polynomial_term(coefficient, variable, order)
Calculates a term in a polynomial.

Parameters

• coefficient (float) – The coefficient to use in calculating the polynomial term.

• variable (float) – Value to plug in for the variable in the polynomial term.

• order (int) – Integer to use as the order of the polynomial term.
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Returns The result of coefficient * variable**(order)

Return type float

Raises TypeError – A non-integer order is given.

snobol.bc_polynomial.quadrature_sum(x, y)
Calculate the quadrature sum of two variables x and y.

Parameters

• x (float) – Variable to include in the quadrature sum

• y (float) – Variable to include in the quadrature sum

Returns Result of calculating
√︀
𝑥2 + 𝑦2

Return type float

snobol.bc_polynomial.set_constants(color_type)
Sets the coefficients, validty range, and rms error of fit.

Parameters color_type (str) – A string specifying the color combination. Must be “BminusV”
for B-V, “VminusI” for V-I, or “BminusI” for B-I.

Returns

A tuple containing the list of coefficients for the polynomial fit which correspond to the supplied
color, the minimum value of the color for which the polynomial is valid, the maximum value
of the color for which the polynomial is valid, and the rms error of the polynomial fit for the
supplied color.

([coefficients], min, max, rms_error)

Return type tuple

Raises

• TypeError – The argument given is not a string

• ValueError – The argument given is not one of the three valid strings.

snobol.bc_polynomial.valid_color(color_value, range_min, range_max)
Checks that the color value is within the range of validity.

Each polynomial fit has a different range of validity. We need to make sure that the color we are feeding in is
inside that range.

Parameters

• color_value (float) – B-V, V-I, or B-I color of the supernova in magnitudes (corrected
for reddening and extinction from the host and MWG.)

• range_min (float) – Minumum value of the color range over which the fit is valid

• range_max (float) – Maxumum value of the color range over which the fit is valid

Returns True if the color value is within the valid range. False if the volor value is outside the valid
range.

Return type bool

5.1.2 snobol.constants module

Constants for use by the bolometric correction routine

5.1. snobol package 11
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5.1.3 snobol.fbol module

5.1.4 snobol.fit_blackbody module

5.1.5 snobol.luminosity module

snobol.luminosity.calc_4piDsquared(distance, distance_err)
Calculates 4𝜋𝐷2, to convert flux to luminosity.

Parameters

• distance (float) – The distance to the supernova in centimeters.

• distance_err (float) – The uncertainty in the distance to the supernova.

Returns

A tuple containing the 4𝜋𝐷2, and the uncertainty of this number.

(4piDsquared, uncertainty)

Return type tuple

snobol.luminosity.calc_Fbol(color_value, color_err, color_type, v_magnitude, v_magnitude_err)
Calculates the bolometric flux of a Type II-P supernova.

Parameters

• color_value (float) – B-V, V-I, or B-I color of the supernova in magnitudes (corrected
for reddening and extinction from the host and MWG.)

• color_err (float) – Uncertainty in the photometric color.

• color_type (str) – String signifying which color color_value represents. Valid values
are “BminusV” for B-V, “VminusI” for V-I, and “BminusI” for B-I.

• v_magnitude (float) – Photometric magnitude in the V band, corrected for host +
MWG extinction.

• v_magnitude_err (float) – Uncertainty in the V band magnitude after correction for
host + MWG extinction.

Returns

A tuple containing the bolometric flux used when calculating the bolometric luminosity, and the
uncertainty in that number.

(Fbol, uncertainty)

(-999, -999) if the bolometric correction calculated from the color_value and color_type is -999
(which means the observed color is outside the range of validity of the polynomial fit.)

Return type tuple

snobol.luminosity.calc_Lbol(color_value, color_err, color_type, v_magnitude, v_magnitude_err,
distance, distance_err)

Calculates the bolometric luminosity of a Type II-P Supernova.

Parameters

• color_value (float) – B-V, V-I, or B-I color of the supernova in magnitudes (corrected
for reddening and extinction from the host and MWG.)

• color_err (float) – Uncertainty in the photometric color.
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• color_type (str) – String signifying which color color_value represents. Valid values
are “BminusV” for B-V, “VminusI” for V-I, and “BminusI” for B-I.

• v_magnitude (float) – Photometric magnitude in the V band, corrected for host +
MWG extinction.

• v_magnitude_err (float) – Uncertainty in the V band magnitude after correction for
host + MWG extinction.

• distance (float) – The distance to the supernova in centimeters.

• distance_err (float) – The uncertainty in the distance to the supernova.

Returns

A tuple containing the bolometric luminosity in ergs per second, and the uncertainty in that
value.

(Lbol, uncertainty)

(-999, -999) if the bolometric correction is -999 (which means the observed color value is outside
the range of vaidity of the polynomial fit used to determine the bolometric correction.)

Return type tuple

5.1.6 snobol.mag2flux module

5.1.7 snobol.planck module

5.1.8 snobol.sn module

5.1. snobol package 13
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CHAPTER 6

Indices and tables

• genindex

• modindex

• search
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Python Module Index
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